STONE PROFILE: Country Rubble  
STONE COLOR: Custom  
GROUT TECHNIQUE: Standard  
GROUT COLOR: To match PMS 404 U

For detailed installation instruction and finishing details visit eldoradostone.com and select "Downloads" under the "Products" menu.

For even more inspiration, order The Allure of Permanence, Eldorado’s exquisite 160 page full color, hardbound book. Select "Request Literature" on the home page.

SPECIAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

In this environment, you’ll see stone working together with rich wood, dark leather, and various metals to create this warm atmosphere.

The grout color specified represents a contrast to the color of the stone profile shown, which will bring more attention to the varying color tones within each stone.

When applying a standard grout technique each piece is laid 0.5” apart. A grout bag is used to fill joints with mortar and force grout into any voids. The joints are then struck back to expose the edges of each stone.